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INTRODUCTION TO DATA POLICIES AND THE
IONIC MACHINA POLICY ENGINE
The purpose of this training guide is to introduce the concept of using Data Policies to control
data access within your organization. As an Administrator, you can apply these principles to
achieve the most effective data management techniques to improve your organization's
performance.
The first portion of this guide explains how to use the Data Policy to provide custom access
control of Ionic-protected data. The second portion of this guide serves as a brief overview of the
Ionic Policy Engine.

Example
To keep employee personal data secure, your company wants to create a policy that allows the
HR Manager to open documents labeled Top Secret.
As the Policy Manager, you want to create a policy that addresses the following:
l

The HR Manager can open documents labeled Top Secret;

l

The HR Manager can also open anything that is not Top Secret, like documents with
classifications of Confidential, Restricted, or Private;

l

Anyone who is not the HR Manager is prevented from opening documents labeled Top
Secret; and

l

Anyone who is not the HR Manager can still open documents with other classifications
like Confidential, Restricted, or Private (if they can do so already).

The diagram below illustrates the conceptual process and best practices for creating and rolling
out policies before implementing the new policy in your organization. It is important to think
through the changes, but also make sure that existing users are not negatively impacted from
doing their job. The section in this document on the Machina Policy Simulator will provide more
tips for testing policies before implementing them. See "Using the Data Policy Simulator" on
page 42 for more information.

Ionic Security
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Methods for Control and Protection
Data Policies
l

Data or files that have been encrypted

l

Data or files that have been tagged or marked

Ionic Security
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MACHINA POLICY ENGINE
At the heart of the MachinaPlatform is an Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) policy engine that
makes decisions in real time about access to data based on the characteristics of that data, and the
current context of the requesting user.
The attributes used by the Policy Engine in its decision-making process come from several
sources:
l

Data Attributes stored with the data protection keys in the Ionic Key Server. These are
technically referred to as Key Attributes, as they are stored within the Key Server;
however, in general, Key Attributes describe the data protected by the key and should be
viewed as attributes of the data.

l

Request Attributes detailing the context of the access request (the requesting user
identity, application, device, location and time)

l

User and Device Attributes describing users or devices either stored in the Ionic
management database or queried from external "policy information points" (PIP's).
Currently, slowly changing user and device attributes can also be uploaded to the ionic
Platform via a SCIM-based API. In 2018 features will be introduced the features that allow
the Machina Policy Engine to query external PIP's.

Key/Data Attributes
As noted above, from a policy writing perspective, Ionic Admins should be thinking in terms of
"data attributes;" however, this document will continue to use the technical term "Key Attributes" in
order to provide a more detailed understanding of the Ionic Platform.
Key Attributes are stored with the symmetric data protections keys on the Ionic Key Server and are
usually created at the same time the key is created (i.e. when the data is protected). Key Attributes
stored as name:value pairs (we avoid the term "key:value" to avoid confusion in our use of the term
"key")
Examples of common Key Attributes include:
l

l

Key Creation Context - information about the user and application that created the key and
performed the initial data protection. The Machina Platform adds these attributes automatically
when a new key is created. These attributes have a name that begins with "created-" Examples
include:
l

User that protected the data

l

Application that protected the data

l

IP address of the system that protected the data

Data Attributes - Information about the protected data object, as provided by the client
application that requested the new key. Examples include:

Ionic Security

l

The name of the file or database column protected (e.g. "2020 Financial Summary.xlsx")

l

Business classification (e.g., "Acme Confidential")

l

Sensitive data types contained in the data (e.g., Social Security Numbers or credit card
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numbers)
l
l

Data Lineage: a reference to another KeyID that describes a "parent" data object."

Specific policy-related attributes of the protected data object - The Machina Policy Engine can
use any key attribute in its decision-making process; however, three attributes have specific
policy-related meaning to end-users and are typically exposed through a user intercace.
Examples include:
l

Expiry - a date after which access should not be granted

l

Embargo - a date before which access should not be granted

l

Allowed-User - specific users allowed to access a specific data object

Fixed vs Mutable Key Attributes
Some Key Attributes are static by definition. For example, the protecting user of a data object and
the time of protection of that data object are facts that never change. Data classifications can be
viewed as "opinions" that can change over time. For this reason, the Ionic Platform supports FIXED
and MUTABLE attributes.
Key Attributes must be declared to be "mutable" at the time are created or they will be treated as
"fixed." The Key Server will maintain the original of a mutable attribute, as well as the current
version of that attribute.
PO S T C R E A TI O N A TTR I B U TE S

In some use cases it is desirable to protect data before you know everything that you may want to
add as an attribute. For example, an Ionic enabled data inspection tool may add additionall key
attributes after a data object has been protected (i.e. there is an existing key ID for that data object).
The Ionic Platform's Mutable Attributes API also allows additional attributes to be added to a key
after the key is created.

Ionic Security
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Integrity and Protection of Key Attributes
In order for the Machina Policy Engine to use a Key Attribute in its decision-making process, that
attribute must be visible to the Ionic Platform; however, it is important that the Policy Engine
(especially when hosted in the cloud by Ionic) not be able to surrepititiously modify those key
attributes. By default, the names and values of Key Attributes are visible to the Policy Engine;
however, they are effectively "signed" in such a way that an Ionic client application can detect any
changes to the attribute (all key attributes used in a policy decision making process are returned to
the client in the reponse of the key request).
The Machina Administrator Console will soon allow authorized end users to add
or modify the value of Key Attibutes. Attribute integrity will be maintained, as the
Ionic web app will leverage the Ionic Javascript SDK and therefor become a fullfulledged Ionic client application.
In some cases, an Ionic application developer may desire to use the Key Attribute system to store
private information that should only be available to an authorized client application and NOT be
visible to the Machina Platform. These use cases are satisfied by the "protected attributes" feature
of the platform. Note that once protected, these encrypted attributes cannot be used for policy
decision making purposes as they are not longer visible to the Policy Engine and are simply
relayed back to the client as part of the response to a key request.

Ionic Security
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POLICIES OVERVIEW
Data policies control access rights to Machina-protected content. Ionic policy-based protection
can be applied to both structured and unstructured data types. Examples of Ionic protection in
action can be found on the Ionic Developer website.
The Developer website is regularly updated with tools to better enable you, and sample code to
offer guidelines to becoming fully Ionic-enabled. After you have become Ionic enabled, you will be
able to create data policies that apply to your protected content.
If you do not create a data policy after applying Ionic encryption to your content,
no one can access that content.

What Is Data Policy?
Data policy provides custom access control of Ionic-protected data. Data policies determine who
can view data that has been either encrypted or marked with Ionic protection, and under what
circumstances. For example, a data policy may cover data created in a specific country and
enforce controls so that the data is only viewable from within that country. Although the data may
travel outside of that country, anyone trying to access it who is not physically located in the
specified country will not be able to view it. This enables organizations to comply with laws like the
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Data policy can be updated whenever necessary and immediately applied. The controls are
enforced in real time. For example, a contractor may be granted access to certain types of
company data while working on a specific project. When that contractor leaves that project, their
access can be revoked. Any files that they may have in their possession related to that project will
be inaccessible to them. This protects company data from unauthorized disclosure – only
employees, contractors, vendors, etc. with a need to view company data will be able to view it.
Even if files or data are copied, emailed or otherwise transferred to another person or location,
only authorized persons will be able to view them.
The first step when creating a data policy is to define the category of data that you want the policy
to apply to. You can apply data policies to several different categories of data:
l

All Data

l

Unmarked Data

l

Marked with Data Markings

l

Marked with Data Marking Values

l

Created by Users

l

Created by Users in Groups

l

Advanced Policy parameters

Ionic Security
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What are Data Markings?
Data Markings are ways of tagging data so that controls can be easily enforced. Data Markings can
be attached to Microsoft Office Excel, PowerPoint, and Word files when they are saved as Ionicprotected files. Data Markings can also be attached to data automatically through the use of the
Machina Tools SDK. There are two types of Data Markings available for use in data policy:
Administrator-defined Data Markings and Ionic-detected Content. Administrator-defined Data
Markings usually align to a company’s organizational and classification schemes.

What Are Rules?
Rules are conditions that must be met to enforce your policy. For example, your policy allows
others to read your data, but the rule requires a person to be a member of the Financial Group. So,
only members of that group are granted access to your data. You can set conditions based on
location, relative date (relative to creation), specific date, user, and group.

Why Can’t I Disable or Delete Certain Policies?
The ionic-embargo-policy and the ionic-expire-policy are preconfigured by IonicAfter saving an
Ionic Protected Office document, document creators can select an embargo or expiration date.
These dates determine when users can have access to the Ionic Protected Office document. These
policies cannot be disabled or deleted as that control is located within the Ionic Office endpoint
and cannot be overridden by the Machina Admin Console.

Ionic Security
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CREATING DATA POLICIES
To grant access to Ionic encrypted content, you must first create a data policy. Data policy is the
specification of what data can be accessed. You can create a broad policy that applies to all your
encrypted content or you can create a more restrictive policy that only applies to certain marked
Microsoft Office documents or Machina-detected data. After you create your policy, you need to
add rules and create data markings to specify who and under what conditions people can access
the specified content.
When you first create a Data Policy, the status of the policy is set to Disabled by
default.
B E FO R E C R E A TI NG A D A TA PO LI C Y
l

Create an Application that enforces encryption.

To create a data policy
1. On the Data Policies > Manage tab, click the +Create Data Policy button.

2. Select All Data, Unmarked, Marked With, Created By, or Advanced.

Ionic Security
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Ionic recommends using All Data for denial situations only. For
instance, "Deny access to all data if user is not in the US."
Ionic recommends using Unmarked for granting access in a
broader manner. For instance, "Allow all users access to any
unmarked data."
Ionic recommends using Marked With for granting access to
specific groups. For instance, "Allow the Finance group access to
data marked with Classification: Finance."
The Advanced option is explained in detail in the following
chapter: "Creating an Advanced Data Policy Rule" on page 26.
3. Enter a Policy Name in the text field provided.
4. If you select Marked With Data Markings] Enter a data marking or data marking values(s)
into the text box provided.

Ionic Security
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You can create Data Policies and Data Policy Rules with either an
“and” or an “or” condition, by selecting all of or any of from the
drop-down located in the panel-heading on the Data Policy
Builder page.
5. [If you select Marked With Data Marking Values] Select a data marking from the dropdown menu, and select a data marking value from the list of options.

If you have not created a value yet, create a value by entering a
name into the text field.

Ionic Security
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If you have selected ionic-detect as your classification, the
different values appear when you click inside the text field.
To remove a Data Marking or Data Marking Value, click the button.
6. [If you select Specific Users] Enter a user into the text box provided.

7. [If you select Users in Groups] Enter a group into the text box provided.

For information about Advance Policy, see "Creating an
Advanced Data Policy Rule" on page 26.
8. [If you select Requesting User ] Enter the Data Policy Name into the available field.

Ionic Security
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9. Hover your mouse over the Apply All Rules and Apply Rules in Order icons to display rule
algorithm details.
Selecting Apply All Rules means all rules are applied and if any
generate an Allow result, then the policy result is Allow. If no rules
generate an Allow result, or at least one rule generates a Deny
result, then the policy result is Deny.
Selecting Apply Rules in Order means rules are applied in order
and terminate after the first rule that generates an authoritative
Allow or Deny.
10. Click the Create button.
11. You must now create a rule to activate your policy. See "Creating Rules" on page 18 for
more details.
12. After creating several Apply Rules in Order rules, you can arrange the order by selecting
Order Rules and dragging and dropping the rules into the desired position.

13. To enable a disabled policy, hover your mouse over a created data policy, and click the
Enable button that displays.

Ionic Security
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Setting the Publish Scope
The Publish scope in the Policies section enables definition for more granular policy
administration roles, specifically supporting the “four eyes principle” and creation of distinct policy
authoring and policy publishing roles.
The Publish scope is also required to perform roll back actions to older policy versions. Users
without the Publish scope are not permitted to enable policies or take any action over enabled
policies (such as editing, disabling or deleting enabled policies), and will receive this message:

TO S E T THE PU B LI S H S C O PE

1. Select a role to update on the Roles > Manage tab in the Admin Console (ex. New User).

2. Scroll down to the Policies section on the Scopes tab.

Ionic Security
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3. Select the publish scope in the Policies section.

Ionic Security
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CREATING RULES
After you have created a data policy and determined what Ionic protected content you want to
create a policy for, you must determine whether to allow or deny access to that content. You can
also apply certain conditions to the access of that content. You can set conditions based on
location, relative date (relative to creation), specific date, user, and group.
B E FO R E C R E A TI NG R U LE S
l

Create an application that enforces encryption.

l

Create a data policy.

l

[Optional] Create groups to base conditions on groups.

To create a rule
1. Create a data policy or select a data policy on the Data Policies > Manage tab.
2. Click the +Create Rule button.

3. Click the Allow or Deny side of the toggle, depending on what kind of rule you want to
create to control your policy.

Ionic Security
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4. [Optional] Click a condition button to set the conditions for the applied rule.
Condition options include: User, Group, Device, Location, IP
Address, Specific Date, Time Elapsed, and Advanced:
l

User: Select user(s) or the data creator to include/exclude.

l

Group: Select a Group(s) to include/exclude.

l

Device: Select a device(s) to include/exclude.

l

Location: Select a location(s) to include/exclude.

l

IP Address: Select IP Address(es) to include/exclude.

l

Specific Date: Select a date and time for access to begin/end.

l

Ionic Security

Time Elapsed: Select a specific number of days after the creation date for access
to begin/end.
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l

Advanced: Select the advanced option to create a data policy that compares any
two attributes to determine if access to data is allowed or denied. For more
details, see "Creating an Advanced Data Policy Rule" on page 26.

5. [Optional] Click an additional condition button to set more conditions for the applied
rule.
The User option displays two separate options: Specific users,
and Same as data creator.

The Group option displays two separate options: Specific groups,
and Same group as data creator.

The Device option displays two separate options: Specific
devices, and Device enrollment source.

Ionic Security
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When you add a rule and create a condition, the Device
Enrollment Source will auto-query the list of known enrollment
configurations.
6. Click the Create button.

Ionic Security
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EXPORTING DATA POLICIES
Policy Managers have the ability to export a single Policy or the complete set of all Data Policies
and associated rules. The Export capability is available under the Manage tab on the Data Policy list
page as well as the individual Policy detail page. The export can be saved in a JSON file format that
can either be filed for compliance audit purposes or can be imported into another system or used
to update, add, or replace existing data policies in the same system.
The Import capability is also available under the Manage tab on the Data Policy list page. For
details about importing data policies, see the "Importing Data Policies" on page 24
TO E X PO R T D A TA PO LI C I E S

1. Click Export from the Data Policy list view, to export the complete set of Data Policies.

2. Click Export from the individual Data Policy detail view, to export a single data policy.

Ionic Security
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3. Click either Copy to copy the JSON content to Clipboard or Download to save the
export into a JSON file format.

Ionic Security
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IMPORTING DATA POLICIES
To import data policies, simply use the Import button available on the data policy list page. You can
import either JSON or .txt file formats.
There are three options to choose from, during an import: Create and Update, Create Only and
Replace All.
Create and Update will compare the import content against the existing set of policies and create a
new policy if there is no match, or will update existing policies.
Create Only will still compare against the existing set of policies, and only create new ones. If the
policies in the import content already exist in the system, the import will provide an appropriate
error message.
Replace All will replace the current set of policies with the imported dataset.
TO I M PO R T D A TA PO LI C I E S

1. On the Data Policies > Manage tab, click the Import button.

2. Click the Browse button to select a file to import, or manually enter the JSON content.

Ionic Security
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3. Click either Create And Update, Create Only, or Replace All.

Ionic Security
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CREATING AN ADVANCED DATA POLICY RULE
The Advanced data policy and rule builder option enables you to create a data policy that
compares any two attributes to determine if access to data is allowed or denied. Attributes are
generated after Machina-protected data is created; for example, location, time, date, user, device
id, etc. Select any attribute from the key request to allow or deny access for the data policy. The
attribute you compare against needs to be mapped with one of the available attributes.
The Advanced Data Policy and Rule Builder allows you to:
l

Create a Data Policy with an advanced rule - Policy rules will be applied to data access
requests that match the conditions you set. For example, if you create an ionic-protected
document in Microsoft Excel (ionic-application-name), but the Advanced rule allows
access only when ionic-application-name equals custom value: Microsoft Word. You
would not be able to access any documents in Microsoft Excel.

l

Create an All Data advanced Data Policy rule - Select a data policy, create an advanced
rule that either allows or denies access to a tax application. Then, compare the tax
application with the user attribute, and if they match, then access is allowed.

TO C R E A TE A N A D V A NC E D D A TA PO LI C Y R U LE

1. On the Data Policies > Manage tab, click the +Create Data Policy button.
2. Click the Advanced option. Click the option multiple times to add additional data policies.

Ionic Security
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3. Click the Show attribute descriptions link to open a table of descriptions for each
attribute.

The categories for the exposed attributes are mapped with the
corresponding XACML request. The XACML specification for
attributes and categories used is defined here: XACML
If you create a new Data Marking, it displays in the attribute list.
4. Select either the all of or any of option to indicate if the policy rules will be applied to data
access requests that match either all of or any of the conditions listed.

Ionic Security
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5. Select an attribute from the first drop-down list.

6. Select an attribute comparison type from the second drop-down list.

Ionic Security
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Attribute comparison options include: equals, does not equal,
contains, starts with, ends with, is greater than, is greater than or
equal, is less than, or is less than or equal.
7. For example, to create a custom value comparison, select custom values from the third
drop-down list.

8. Enter the custom attribute value, such as Microsoft Word,

Ionic Security
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Now, the data policy is only applied when the ionic-applicationname is Microsoft Word. If you have an ionic-protected Microsoft
Excel document, the data policy is not applied.
If the first selected attribute matches the value of the second
attribute being compared, then the result becomes Allow, if the
value of the attribute does not match, the result becomes Deny.
9. Enter a name for the policy in the Data Policy Name field.
10. Click Create.
11. To compare string type attributes, select an attribute from the first drop-down list that
contains a true/false comparison.

Check the Show attribute descriptions link to determine which
attribute contains a true/false comparison.

Ionic Security
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12. Select a string comparison option from the second drop-down list.

String comparison options include: equals, does not equal, is
true, or is false. If you select equals, or does not equal, an
additional attribute drop-down list displays.
13. To create an advanced Data Policy rule using the Advanced option, on the Data Policies
> Manage tab, click a data policy, and click the +Create Rule button.

14. Click the Advanced option. For this example, create a rule that allows a user that is using
a Microsoft Word application to access and ionic-protected document.

Ionic Security
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15. The advanced rule will display in the Rules tab on the data policy detail page.

16. Click Create.
The user that is part of the group can now be allowed access.

Ionic Security
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UPDATING DATA POLICIES
Update a Data Policy by clicking the data policy you want to edit. You can update the Policy Name,
Unmarked Data, Marked Data, Created By data, and Advanced data.
TO U PD A TE A D A TA PO LI C Y

1. On the Data Policies > Manage tab, click a policy to update.

2. Click the Update button.

3. Edit the Data Policy Name, All Data, Unmarked, Marked With, Created By, or Advanced
data if necessary.

Ionic Security
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4. Click the Update button.
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COMPARING DATA POLICIES
The Compare option enables you to compare two versions of a data policy, and focus on the
changes made to policies over time. You can determine what has changed between the two
versions, when and which rules were added, removed, or reordered, as well as the policy manager
or user that made the change.
The Overall Data Policy compare history page shows a custom policy comparison.
TO C O M PA R E TW O O V E R A LL D A TA PO LI C I E S

1. Select any two versions of a Policy on the Data Policies > History tab.
2. Click Compare.

3. Hover over the row, and click the Show Changes button to display the detail data policy
comparison view.

Ionic Security
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The Name column displays the action that occurred - added,
updated, created, deleted, etc.
4. The Changes dialog displays.

The Detail Data Policy compare history page shows a custom policy comparison for a specific
data policy.
TO C O M PA R E TW O D E TA I L D A TA PO LI C I E S

1. On the Data Policy detail page > History tab, select any two versions of a Policy, and view
a side by side comparison by clicking the Compare button.

2. Clicking the Compare button takes you to the comparison page showing the difference
between the two versions you selected. The left column, Field, shows the field that
changed, the middle column shows the older version value, and the right column shows

Ionic Security
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the new version value.
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ROLLING BACK DATA POLICIES
As a Tenant administrator, you can roll back Data Policies to a previous version. You may want to
roll back to a previous policy version if users are unable to access data they should have access to
and you do not have the time or desire to sort through all of the policies to correct the specific one
that is inappropriately blocking users.
TO R E S TO R E A LL PO LI C I E S TO A PR E V I O U S V E R S I O N

1. Use the Data Policies > History tab to select a previous version.
2. Click the Rollback button associated with that version.

3. Review the details on the Confirm Rollback dialog, and click Rollback to confirm.

All changes made to policies subsequent to the selected version
are removed.

Ionic Security
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TO R E S TO R E A S PE C I FI C R U LE TO A PR E V I O U S V E R S I O N

1. Select a policy and use the History tab to select a previous version to restore.

2. Review the details on the Confirm Rollback dialog, and click Rollback to confirm.

Changes made to this specific rule subsequent to the selected
version are removed.

Ionic Security
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MANAGING DATA POLICIES
In addition to creating Data Policies and Rules, you can search, update, disable, and delete Data
Policy information.
TO S E A R C H FO R D A TA PO LI C I E S

Search for Data Policies by using the search bar on the each corresponding page. Search for
policies by Name, Summary, or Data Marking. Select the column you want to search by first, then
enter the corresponding information into the search text field.

Hover your mouse over the data policy row to display the Disable, and Delete
buttons. Confirm your decision for each request, by clicking Confirm or Cancel.

TO D I S A B LE D A TA PO LI C I E S

Disable a data policy by clicking the Disable button.
TO D E LE TE D A TA PO LI C I E S

Delete a data policy by clicking the Delete button.

Ionic Security
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Filtering Data Policies
Policy Managers can also filter the Data Policy list view by Enabled or Disabled Policies. If a filter is
applied, only the filtered policies will be exported.

Ionic Security
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USING THE DATA POLICY SIMULATOR
The data policy simulator enables you to easily validate your data policies by creating custom
simulations. The simulator demonstrates how the policy engine evaluates a policy request against
all the existing policies in the selected version, without requiring test data to validate the policy.
The policy simulator enables you to:
l

Verify a disabled policy before enabling it.

l

Verify another user's access.

l

Verify that your data policies satisfy corporate requirements.

l

Determine why a user can(not) access the data.

For example, to verify that only John Doe can access documents marked as Classification: Top
Secret, you can create (at least) two simulation tests:
l
l

Validate that John Doe is allowed access to a document marked Classification: Top Secret.
Validate that a user that is not John Doe is denied access to a document marked Classification:
Top Secret.

TO R U N A S I M U LA TI O N

1. On the Data Policies > Simulations tab, click the Run Simulation button.

2. Click Run Simulation.
The simulator displays a set of customizable settings that can
contribute to the final decision of the simulation, such as
Requester Attributes, Data Attributes, and Policy Engine Settings.
Be sure you understand the Policy Engine Settings section before
running the simulation to have a clear understanding of the
different policies applied and how each policy works.
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3. In the Requester Attributes section, create custom conditions to test with the selected
policies by using the drop-down arrows to expand the selections available, and
completing the appropriate fields.

4. In the Data Attributes section, click the +Add Data Marking button to add data markings
and values to your simulation.
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Enter any attribute name(s) and value(s) you want to add. These
names and values will not be saved as new markings/values as
they are when authoring policy.
5. To change the selected policy version, expand the Policy Version field, and click the
Change button.

6. Enter a previous version and click Update.
NOTE: By default, the Use latest check box is selected. To enter a previous data policy
version, uncheck the check box.
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7. Expand the Policies To Apply field to view and customize the selected data policies.
Select the check boxes next to each policy to add or remove any
data policies for the selected version, including enabled and
disabled data policies.

8. Enter a name for your simulation in the Name field.
9. Click Simulate.

A simulation result message displays with the detailed policy
results.
10. You can run any simulation you create repeatedly by clicking the Run Again button. You
can make additional changes before running the simulation again.
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The number in parenthesis indicates how many times a particular
simulation is repeated.
11. Click the Show All button in the Detailed Policy Results section of the result page to
understand why the result is either Allow or Deny.
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12. Additionally, you can access the Run Again option by hovering your mouse over an
existing simulation.

The simulations you create are logged and stored on the
Simulations tab until you delete them.
13. You can also run the simulation by selecting a data policy on the Data Policies > Manage
tab, and clicking Run Simulation.
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Additionally, click the +Create Rule button on the data policy
page to run a simulation based on the rule you create.

The rules and conditions are automatically populated into the
simulator, without creating a new simulation. Add additional
criteria to the simulation as needed.
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ADMIN CONSOLE LOGGING RECORD HISTORY
The History feature enables you to keep a record of all tasks that an Machina Console user has
performed on a given date for a specific record. It contains general information for the history of
items that have been created, deleted, or updated in the console. Furthermore, if an error occurs,
view the details associated with the error by inspecting the data that was processed.
TO V I EW THE HI S TORY

1. Select one of the following sections: Applications, Data Policies, Data Markings, Roles,
Users, Groups, or Devices.
2. Click the History tab.

The Changed By field is the user that created, updated, or deleted
a record. The Name field is the actual record, such as the
application, data policy, data marking, user, or group.
Create a custom search by typing: created, updated, deleted, or
error in the Search By field.
The Applications and Data Policies sections also include a Version
column.
3. Hover your mouse over a record, and click the Inspect button.
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An example detailed view of a created user profile is shown
below:

An example detailed view of an error that occurred is shown
below:
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The Compare to Previous tab displays on the Users, Groups, and
Roles inspect modal accessed from the History tab, and only
displays for versions greater than 1.
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The resource link on the history record inspect dialog points to
the versioned resource, and links to the corresponding page.
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